Ocean cargo carriers suffer from an ongoing need to reduce revenue leaks, increase their end to end visibility from quote to cash, and improve capacity optimization in order to promote profitability.

That’s why leading carriers use the Accenture Ocean Cargo Suite……to help reduce revenue leakage and drive efficiency, from quote to delivery.

And our award winning software has helped customers respond to route queries more quickly; recover revenue leakage; and improve invoice accuracy, network use, and profits.

With advanced capabilities for pricing, routing, and capacity control, Ocean Cargo Suite helps carriers to improve business results through greater visibility into contribution and capacity, better pricing strategies and higher customer satisfaction.

A modular design allows carriers to start with selected products, or implement the full suite.

Our industry leading pricing module lets you maintain price integrity with auto-rating capabilities in the offer process. Helping you consistently apply rates throughout the shipment life cycle.

An advanced Detention and Demurrage module helps you maintain and manage DnD tariffs, negotiations and calculation based on container events to prevent revenue leakages in your DnD cycle.

Scheduling enables the seamless
execution from planning to activation, while our Reservations module prevents revenue leakage through centralized accountability and traceability.

The routing module supports multi modal and cross carrier routing options for more profitable network utilization.

Our high performing cost engine helps support profitable decisions, providing real-time calculations and contributions in the quote-to-cash life cycle.

An advanced real-time capacity management desktop helps carriers enhance yields by optimizing capacity and allocation.

And finally, our real-time Web-based documentation management system generates and manages freight documentation.

The suite helps carriers address common revenue leakage problems while boosting operational efficiencies, gaining better visibility and enhancing freight capacity.

Cast off with the Accenture Ocean Cargo Suite and join a growing list of satisfied customers.

To learn more about the Accenture Ocean Cargo Suite, visit Accenture.com/afls